CURRICULUM RESOURCES,
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDES

Reference Guides for Teachers
These full-colour, glossy, varnised four and
eight-page resource cards are fantastic quickreference guides for the classroom, providing an
easily accessible aid for the busy teacher to find
important information and tips on specific topic
areas while teaching. Each includes information
on selected topic areas, ideas for further reading,
websites and a list of references.
EMBEDDING FORMATIVE
ASSESSMENT

Dylan Wiliam, Siobhán Leahy • 9781760560546

This quick reference guide clearly illustrates
how teachers, peers and learners can use Dr
Dylan William’s five key formative assessment
strategies to determine where learners are,
where they’re going and how to get there. The
guide includes at-a-glance question shells and
alternatives to teacher questions to keep all
students engaged in their learning.

LSM0546 • $15.00

SOAR

Michael D Toth • 97817605611246

Based on Michael D. Toth’s book, Who Moved
My Standards?, the SOAR Quick Reference
Guide helps educators ensure that students are
meeting rigorous standards within the context of
new economy skills and real-world applications.
Convenient at-a-glance student evidences
empower teachers to make the necessary shifts
required to move from traditional to real-world
applied classrooms. The included rubric provides
sections on student grouping, accountability,
and practical applications.

LSM1246 • $8.00

TAXONOMY CROSSWALK

THE 7 THINKING HATS OF SKILLED
READERS
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781760561239

To become truly skilled at reading challenging
text, students need to routinely use a set of
seven cognitive strategies, or “thinking hats”.
In turn, teachers need guidance in developing
students’ ability to connect prior knowledge
to new content, merge the written text with
what is inferred, monitor comprehension and
clarify misunderstandings, engage with authors,
peers and teachers, search sources to better
understand the text, put the ideas in the text
into their own words and use visuals to increase comprehension.

LSM1239 • $15.00

BUILDING LITERACY PIECE BY PIECE
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781760561260

Teaching students to read is like putting a jigsaw
puzzle together. A host of various aspects all fit
together as a whole. To become strong readers,
students have to do much more than just read
words by sight. They must be able to identify
and manipulate the sounds of letters, blend
sounds to make words and segment words into
sounds, use context and analogies to determine
word meaning, and become skilled at spelling,
writing, vocabulary and self-reflection.

LSM1260 • $15.00

CASCADING DOMAINS OF
INFLUENCE
Robert Marzano • 9781760562137

This four-page, A4, glossy, laminated
quick reference guide begins with
a clear illustration of the Marzano
hierarchical evaluation system. A
must-have for leaders, principals and
assistant principals, it comes with the
learning maps associated with the Marzano district leader and school
evaluation models.

LSM2137 • $10.00

Robert Marzano • 9781760562120

Developed to respond to the
shortcomings of the widely used
Bloom’s Taxonomy and the current
environment of standards-based
instruction, Robert J. Marzano’s
model of thinking skills incorporates
a wider range of factors that affect
how learners think and provides a
more research-based theory to help teachers improve their learners’
thinking. With this reference card, teacher can quickly look up
question stems, products, terms and phrases that take learners from
retrieval and comprehension to analysis and knowledge utilisation.

LSM2120 • $15.00

LEARNING MAP/DESIRED
RESULTS
Robert Marzano • 9781760562151

LSM2151 • $10.00

Need quick access to the Marzano
model? Teachers and observers alike
can easily refer to every strategy and
design questions in Domains 1-4 of the
learning map, along with the desired
effect for each. Fits easily into any
lesson planner.

Search books on www.hbe.com.au and click book image for sample pages

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Susan Brookhart • 9781742397375

Teachers need to know not only what students
know, but also what they can do. Based on Susan
M. Brookhart’s popular new book, Performance
Assessment: Showing What Students Know
and Can Do, this laminated eight-page quick
reference guide gives teachers at-a-glance
information on learning outcomes that are
well suited to performance assessment and
incorporating performance assessment into
instructional planning. It also provides practical
tips for designing and selecting rubric templates and performance
assessment tasks and shows teachers how to use performance
assessment for formative and summative purposes.

LSM7375 • $15.00

HOW TO DEAL WITH ANGRY
PARENTS

Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781760563165

Whether you’re a teacher or an administrator,
one of the most stressful (and inevitable)
aspects of your job is dealing with angry parents.
Keep this eight-page, full-colour quick reference
guide handy and you’ll always be prepared with
strategies that help you keep the emphasis
on being proactive rather than reactive. This
resource explains the importance of giving
parents what they want and developing a
repertoire of approaches for defusing parents. It also addresses ways
to assess the parent culture in your school, cultivate the art of straight
talk, and deal with problems in a timely manner.

LSM3165 • $15.00

BRAIN-FRIENDLY ASSESSMENTS

RIGOR/STANDARDS-BASED
TEACHING

David Sousa • 9781742396729

Based on David A. Sousa’s fascinating
book of the same name, this four-page
quick reference guide gives teachers ata-glance information on various types of
assessment including pre-assessments,
formative assessments and summative
assessments. It further outlines specific
ways to use each type to ensure that all students are learning and
provides a checklist to help teachers design brain-friendly assessments
of student performance.

LSM6729 • $10.00

Robert Marzano • 9781760562168

LSM2168 • $8.00

This A4, glossy, laminated guide to the
Marzano Center Essentials for Achieving
Rigor teaching map flips over to a visual
representation of the Marzano taxonomy
of educational objectives, helping teachers
organize their instruction to take learners
from retrieval to knowledge utilization.

RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
William Bender • 9781760562144

Students have diverse needs and learning
styles. To make sure they all meet
learning goals and succeed with rigorous
standards, teachers must vary instructional
activities. With increasingly stringent time
constraints and high expectations, this is
no easy task. Dr. William N. Bender’s fourpage, laminated quick reference guide puts differentiated instruction
with activities that can be done among peers, individually, or in a
teacher-led format.

LSM2144 • $10.00

William Bender • 9781742399294

Learn how to quickly determine the exact
level of intensive instruction that each
student needs to accelerate their learning.
This four-page laminated quick reference
guide begins with the intervention
pyramid teachers know - a three-tier
model that serves as the basis of Response
to Intervention. It takes it much further, however, expanding on the
intervention levels and making recommendations to help teachers
move students into and through the tiered interventions as necessary.
Interventions based on this tiered structure of RTI will help you ensure
that all of your students succeed!

LSM9294 • $10.00

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Susan Brookhart • 9781760016081

In Performance Assessment: Showing What Students Know and Can Do, Susan M. Brookhart, PhD, shares her expertise
on the topic of classroom performance assessment, bringing together practical, research-based information to deepen
educators’ understanding of what performance assessment is and what purpose it serves, designing performance tasks
to teach and assess learning and using rubrics to support formative and summative assessment. Brookhart explores four
general categories of performance assessment - simple processes, simple products, complex processes and complex
products - and addresses sampling issues and effective application with group work. The book then provides real-world
recommendations for making performance assessment a routine part of instruction.

LSM6081 • $35.95

LEADING SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT: A
Framework for Action

Joseph Murphy • 9781760016609

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT IN A BRAINCOMPATIBLE CLASSROOM

What does it mean to lead in a learning
environment, as opposed to a system of
knowledge transmission? To create truly powerful
learning environments, school leaders must focus
the lens on leadership, school improvement and
leadership for school improvement. In Leading
School Improvement, Joseph Murphy pulls
together 14 practitioner-based articles to present
a cohesive narrative about the unique and critical
role that leadership plays in school improvement. Murphy clearly
identifies key factors that shape the future of any school and explains
the work that leaders must do to ramp up academic press and foster
a supportive culture for school improvement.

How can students knock the top of any test? That’s
one of the 14 key questions that Dr Marcia L. Tate,
a highly regarded assessment authority, answers
in Formative Assessment in a Brain-Compatible
Classroom: How Do We Really Know They’re
Learning? Although teachers tend to avoid types
of assessments that are difficult to mark, these
assessments are often the only way to know how
well certain students are learning. Tate describes
the theories behind various assessment types and addresses specific
ways to create brain-compatible learning environments that foster
high achievement.

LSM6609 • $32.95

LSM6958 • $35.95
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Marcia Tate • 9781742396958
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Essentials for Achieving Rigour
These instructional guides helps educators become highly skilled at
implementing, monitoring and adapting instruction. Readers can put the guides
to practical use immediately, adopting day-to-day examples as models for
application in their own classrooms.
IDENTIFYING CRITICAL CONTENT

Deana Senn, Amber Rutherford, Robert Marzano •
9781760012786

Academic standards call for increased rigour,
but simply raising complexity is not enough.
Students must also take responsibility for their
own learning. Identifying Critical Content explores
explicit techniques mastering a crucial strategy of
instructional practice: teaching students the skill
of identifying critical content. It includes explicit
steps for implementation; recommendations for
monitoring if students are able to identify critical content; adaptations
for students who struggle, have special needs or excel in learning;
examples and non-examples from classrooms; and common mistakes
and ways to avoid them.

LSM2786 • $25.95

$250.00
Complete
Set

PROCESSING NEW INFORMATION
Tzeporaw Shadeo-Turner, Robert Marzano •
9781760015619

Can your students encode critical information
into their long-term memories? Academic
standards call for increased rigour, but simply
raising complexity is not enough. Students must
also know how to retrieve critical information and
comprehend key features of the content. Teachers
must strategically impart the skills students need
to authentically engage with content so that they
can effectively process the learning and store it for future use. This
revised Australian edition of Processing New Information: Classroom
Techniques to Help Students Engage With Content explores explicit
techniques for mastering a crucial strategy of instructional practice:
processing new information.

LSM5619 • $25.95

ORGANISING FOR LEARNING

Deana Senn, Robert Marzano • 9781760015633

Academic standards call for increased rigour.
Students need to be able to interact productively
in a small-group setting. As teachers become
better at planning and providing practice
sessions that build these skills, students become
adept at participating in structured grouping,
peer response groups, paired practice, partner
discussions and reflecting on learning in a
group. This book explores explicit techniques
for mastering this crucial practice. It includes: explicit steps for
implementation; recommendations for monitoring students’ ability
to process content in groups; adaptations for students that struggle
or excel in learning; examples and non-examples from classroom
practice; common mistakes and ways to avoid them.

LSM5633 • $25.95
RECORDING & REPRESENTING
KNOWLEDGE

Ria Schmidt, Robert Marzano • 9781760015329

Students must be able to summarise what they’ve
read, analyse text for specific characteristics and
create written works that demonstrate a deep
understanding of the content. This book explores
explicit techniques for mastering this vital strategy
of instructional practice, and includes explicit
steps for implementation, recommendations
for monitoring students’ ability to record and
represent knowledge, adaptations for students who struggle, and
common mistakes and ways to avoid them.

LSM5329 • $25.95

Carla Moore, Libby Garst, Robert Marzano •
9781760015626

Academic standards call for increased rigour, but
simply raising complexity is not enough. Students
need to be able to understand learning goals,
embedded in proficiency scales, which include
application of knowledge. In turn, teachers must
become adept at providing rigorous learning
goals instruction that meets students’ needs. This
book explores explicit techniques for mastering
this strategy of instructional practice. It includes: explicit steps for
implementation; recommendations for monitoring students’ ability to
understand learning goals; adaptations for students with any special
considerations; examples and non-examples from classroom practice;
and common mistakes and ways to avoid these.

LSM5626 • $25.95
EXAMINING REASONING

Tracy Ocasio, Robert Marzano • 9781760014827

This book explores explicit techniques for mastering
this crucial strategy of instructional practice.
It includes: explicit steps for implementation;
recommendations for monitoring students’ ability
to examine errors in reasoning; adaptations for
students who struggle, have special needs, or
excel in learning; examples and non-examples from
classroom practice; and common mistakes and
ways to avoid them.

LSM4827 • $25.95

PRACTISING SKILLS, STRATEGIES AND
PROCESSES
Kelly Harmon, Robert Marzano • 9781760015596

Can your students process and respond to
information quickly? Students need to be able
to process information quickly and respond to
situations with fluency and accuracy. As teachers
become better at planning and providing
practice sessions that build these skills, students
become more adept at using new knowledge and
processes swiftly and accurately. Fluent thinking
is crucial for success in any timed testing situation. Practising Skills,
Strategies and Processes: Classroom Techniques to Help Students
Develop Proficiency explores explicit techniques for mastering this
crucial strategy of instructional practice.

LSM5596 • $25.95

CREATING & USING LEARNING GOALS
& PROFICIENCY SCALES

REVISING KNOWLEDGE

Ria Schnmidt, Robert Marzano • 9781760015640

Based on the work of Dr Robert J Marzano, Revising
Knowledge: Classroom Techniques to Help
Students Examine Their Deeper Understanding
explores explicit techniques for mastering a crucial
strategy of instructional practice: teaching students
to revise their knowledge. It includes explicit
steps for implementation; recommendations for
monitoring if students are able to revise their
knowledge; adaptations for students who struggle,
have special needs or excel in learning; examples and non-examples
from classroom practice; and common mistakes and ways to avoid
them.

LSM5640 • $25.95
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ENGAGING IN COGNITIVELY COMPLEX
TASKS
Deana Senn, Robert Marzano • 9781760015602

Students must know how to investigate,
experiment, solve problems and deepen their
understanding of the content. Engaging in
Cognitively Complex Tasks explores explicit
techniques for mastering a crucial strategy of
instructional practice: teaching students to
generate and test hypotheses. It includes: explicit
steps for implementation; recommendations for
monitoring if students are able to generate and test hypotheses;
adaptations for students who struggle, have special needs or excel in
learning; examples and non-examples from classroom practice; and
common mistakes and ways to avoid them.

LSM5602 • $25.95

EXAMINING SIMILARITIES &
DIFFERENCES

Connie West, Robert Marzano • 9781760015657

Students must be able to examine similarities
and differences within content they are learning.
They need to know how to use comparisons,
classifications, metaphors and analogies to
generalise, draw conclusions and refine schema,
ultimately deepening their understanding of the
content. This book explores explicit techniques
for mastering a crucial strategy of instructional
practice: teaching students to examine similarities and differences.
It includes explicit steps for implementation; recommendations for
monitoring if students are able to autonomously examine similarities
and differences; and adaptations for students who struggle, have
special needs or excel in learning.

LSM5657 • $25.95
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